CAMPAIGN
RECOGNITION
OPPORTUNITIES
$1,000,000 OPPORTUNITY
Lost Our Home Building: Centrally located in Tempe, Arizona, the 8,400 square foot building
looks out on to South Hardy Drive. Red rocks and desert plants surround the welcoming exterior.
Green grass frames the northern side of the front doors, inviting dogs to stop before entering. “Pet
Adoptions” is proudly displayed above the double doors leading to the Welcome Home Lobby.

Lost Our Home would love to
honor you, your pet or loved
one with a special naming
opportunity to recognize your
generosity. The following

$400,000 OPPORTUNITY
Veterinary Clinic: The clinic will be a highly-trafficked area serving as the main intake for all pets
arriving for veterinary care and surrendered for temporary Care. The clinic will serve pets in need from our
shelter, including all Temporary Care clients as well as all rescued and surrendered pets.

naming opportunities are
available to honor your
contribution to this most
important capital campaign.
DONORS OF $50,000 AND
ABOVE WILL RECEIVE
SPECIAL RECOGNITION AT
THE CAMPAIGN PUBLIC
LAUNCH AND CELEBRATION.
Your name/logo will be prominently

$250,000 OPPORTUNITY
Welcome Home Lobby: The Welcome Home Lobby makes the initial impression of Lost Our Home Pet
Rescue. This 725-square foot room features double front doors with windows on either side, letting in
natural light to create a sunny, comforting environment. The lobby is the hub of Lost Our Home life. Guests
are greeted by smiling front desk volunteers and a welcoming home-like atmosphere. Windows on the
north side of the lobby offer a view of the Kitty Cat Country Club where cats play, nap, and dream of their
forever families. A doorway leads to Whisker Row, the New Leash on Life Neighborhood, Fresh Start Canine
Community, and the Pet Food Bank where 17,500 hungry pets have been fed – pets whose families were
otherwise unable to feed them and would have had to give them up. A large window looks into the Meet
Your Match Adoption Center where visitors can watch as dogs find forever homes, play with puppy pals,
and work on their training skills. In the Welcome Home Lobby, adoptions are finalized, essential pet food
and supplies are received, and fun and necessary items are for sale in the “ReTail Boutique Corner.”

displayed among other pace-setting
contributors both in a permanent
display at the shelter, and on our

$200,000 OPPORTUNITY

campaign website page, as well as in
our social media communications,
including Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram to promote your support
of the Lost Our Home Pet Rescue
Home At Last Campaign.

Fun Zone Indoor Play Yard: This brand new indoor space will be the hub of "happy" for dogs in our
care. The 900-square-foot space will be an air-conditioned haven that will allow our dogs to socialize, run,
play, and get exercise, even when the temps reach the triple digits. The contained yet open space will allow
LOH team members, volunteers, and spectators to witness the fun and enjoy the antics of our lovable
canine companions.
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$150,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Helping People Saving Pets Parkway: Helping People Saving Pets Parkway leads
from the New Leash on Life Neighborhood to Fido’s Inn, the Bow Wow B & B, the Kibble
Café, the Rover Retreat Medical Room and out to the Ruff Ruff Recreation Yards. This busy
thoroughfare is trafficked by volunteers taking each of the dogs at the shelter out to the play
yards for daily exercise, staff bringing under-the-weather pups in for treatment, and pet

"Our perfect companions never have
fewer than four feet.” ― Colette

parents enrolled in the Temporary Care Program visiting their furry family members, and
those coming to adopt.

Daley's New Leash on Life Neighborhood: The Neighborhood encompasses ten of Lost Our Home’s dog adoption suites that have windows and other home-like features.
Improved suites will provide flexibility to create smaller or larger spaces depending on the size and need of dogs in our adoption program. We will expand the number of adoption
suites to increase our overall capacity to enable us to help more pets.

$100,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Pet Food Bank: Since opening its doors, the Pet Food Bank has fed more than 17,500 hungry pets in need and also provided many struggling families with necessary items like cat
litter, leashes and collars for their pets. Because of the Pet Food Bank, pet parents are not forced to surrender their pets because they cannot afford pet food. This 500-square foot
room leads into the Welcome Home Lobby and features floor to ceiling shelving. A large shelf down the center of the room was built by local Eagle Scouts. Every shelf is chock-full of
pet food and supplies for pets and pet parents in need and for use within the shelter.
Rover Retreat Medical Room: A peaceful seclusion for dogs experiencing any kind of mental stress or physical ailment, the Rover Retreat Medical Room offers care and
kindness to pups who are not feeling their best. Quarantine is required for pets with communicable illnesses. Loving care is always under best medical protocol in sparkling clean,
quiet, and sanitary conditions.
Safe With Us Surgery Room: This surgical space will be used for all in-house surgical procedures conducted by our veterinary team. The space will allow us to perform most
routine surgeries on-site including spay and neuters, dental work, soft-tissue removal and fracture resets and repair. This will help reduce overall anxiety for the pets in our care as
they will not need to be transported to another location for these procedures.
Fido's Inn Temporary Care Neighborhood: Fido's Inn is home to the dogs in the Temporary Care Program and Low-Income Boarding. Our Temporary Care Program provides
up to 90 days of TLC for dogs when their families experience a life crisis in which they are temporarily unable to care for their pet. This includes situations of domestic violence,
homelessness, hospitalization, behavioral health issues such as PTSD, and more. For many people, their pet is their only family member. In our Temporary Care Program, we care for
their pets when they can’t, allowing pet parents to get the help they need (stay in hospital, behavioral health facility, domestic violence shelter, homeless shelter, etc.), so they can
regain their stability and move forward with their lives. When they are ready, they are reunited with their pets.
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$100,000 OPPORTUNITIES, CONTINUED
Bow Wow B & B: Bow Wow B & B is home to the dogs in the Temporary Care Program
and Low-Income Boarding. Our Temporary Care Program provides up to 90 days of TLC for
dogs when their families experience a life crisis in which they are temporarily unable to care
for their pet. This includes situations of domestic violence, homelessness, hospitalization,
behavioral health issues such as PTSD, and more. For many people, their pet is their only

“Pets are humanizing. They remind us we have an
obligation and responsibility to preserve and
nurture and care for all life.” – James Cromwell

family member. In our Temporary Care Program, we care for their pets when they can’t,
allowing pet parents to get the help they need (stay in hospital, behavioral health facility,
domestic violence shelter, homeless shelter, etc.), so they can regain their stability and
move forward with their lives. When they are ready, they are reunited with their pets.

ReTail Boutique: A pet lover’s shopping paradise is located right inside the lobby of Lost Our Home Pet Rescue. Offering necessities like leashes and collars along with fun
goodies like scratching posts and toys, the ReTail Boutique has something for everyone. As visitors enter the shelter, they can view an array of items for sale and make purchases to
benefit the dogs and cats at Lost Our Home.

Fresh Start Canine Community: This Community encompasses all five of Lost Our Home’s dog adoption neighborhoods. All of the suites within each neighborhood in this
community have windows and other home-like features. and provide flexibility to create smaller or larger spaces depending on the size and need of dogs in our adoption program.

$75,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Catnip Wellness Center: Cats can come to Lost Our Home from situations where their parents were unable to properly feed them or provide medical care. Sometimes they have
suffered from neglect or even outright abuse. This space is where staff can lovingly tend to sick cats, aiding in their recovery with medication, necessary treatments, and attentive
care so they can heal. Each of the kitty condos in here have three rooms: a bathroom space for their litterbox, a bedroom space for a comfy bed, and the main living space for their
food/water with a view to the shared TV to keep them occupied.
Meet Your Match Adoption Play Park: This large room is a joyful place for dogs and people. Visitors can watch doggie playgroups and training sessions, or experience a
meet-and-greet when a potential adopter brings in their own pets to meet a potential new family member. The Play Park has doors leading to both hallways in the New Leash on
Life Neighborhood and Fresh Start Canine Community, allowing direct access for dogs on their way to a playgroup or training session. A door to the conference room will also allow
us to use this as an event space.

Helping Hands Pet Reception: Whether bringing in a pet for our Temporary Care Program or surrendering them to find a forever home, leaving a pet at the shelter can be an
emotional experience. It is with that in mind that we have created the Helping Hands Pet Reception, a private area of the shelter separate from the busy lobby where we can accept
pets into our care.
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$50,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Playtastic Play Room (Kitty Cat Country Club): Forget your troubles in the Kitty Cat
Country Club! This is the place where felines relax and play. This room houses 14 adoptable
cats ready to forget past challenges and move forward into the next stage of their lives and
into the embrace of forever families. Imagine a spacious cat wonderland of toys, hiding
places and climbing opportunities. Shelves along the wall lead up to high perches perfect

“Sometimes, your pet picks you.” –

for catnaps while the Cat Garden offers a cozy area to get some fresh air and sunshine. Cat

Julie Wenzel

Kitties are mentally stimulated by the view through a large picture window into the bustling

trees and other cat furniture provide the perfect setting for meeting with potential adopters.
lobby. Two more large windows lead into the hallway to watch potential adopters,
volunteers, and staff as they pass by.

Volunteer Academy/Conference Room: This is the launching pad for volunteers where they are trained on how to handle, socialize with, exercise, and tend to the needs of
resident pets. Approximately 80 new volunteers per month enter the Volunteer Academy and hundreds return again and again for advanced training classes. Here, animal experts
orient new members of the Lost Our Home volunteer team, and here internal meetings, board meetings, team-building exercises, and more take place.
Paw Patrol Pet Refuge: With separate spaces for dogs and cats, the Paw Patrol Pet Refuge provides an after hours drop-off area where police officers from Tempe and Mesa
Police Departments can bring pets who are found as strays or seized in cases of criminal activity outside of the shelter’s open hours. This provides peace of mind for the officers and
a safe place for the pets.
Ruff Ruff Recreation Yards: Fun and exhilarating, this is the place where every dog comes to play! Turf covers the ground for an authentic yard-like feel and wide shade sails
cover the play area to protect the pooches from the sun. A misting system and fans blow cool water onto the pets and volunteers in the Pooch Playground, Fetch Field, and Bark Park
during Arizona’s hotter months. Here pups can play, chill out in a kiddie pool, or spend quality time with a volunteer or LOH team member.

$25,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Tomcat Towers: Tomcat Towers is a safe, calm space for more mature and laid back adoptable cats. Natural light floods this bright and cheery sanctuary. Murals of trees and
flowers cover the walls, adding to the outdoorsy atmosphere provided by the cozy Cat Garden where kitties can get some fresh air and sunshine. There is plenty of room for adopters
and volunteers to greet, love, and give generous attention to cats while they wait to find forever families.
Kibble Café: The kitchen is the center of any home. Staff chefs make meals for every pet here. Nutritious food (and treats!) for all of the shelter residents, as well as bowls and
other basic supplies are stored here. The busy kitchen is the gateway to the shelter’s utility hub where pet dishes and toys are cleaned, water pitchers are filled and an unbelievable
amount of laundry is washed on a daily basis.
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Volunteer Welcome Center & Break Room: This is the area where volunteers begin
and end all of their shifts at the shelter. With more than 400 volunteers and counting, this
highly trafficked room is popular for all who come to volunteer their time. Whether it’s to
grab a refreshing glass of water or a quick snack, this space is inviting for the volunteers, staff

“Until one has loved an animal, a part of one’s
soul remains unawakened.” –Anatole France

and partner organization employees as well. Here, personal items can be stored in lockers,
name badges can be acquired, and all can gather to recieve important information about
upcoming events and shelter updates.

Happy Paws Treadmill Room: A good run or vigorous walk on the treadmill is always a great way for the dogs in the shelter to start the day! Daily exercise is essential to the
health and wellbeing of residents. Here pups spend one-on-one time with a volunteer, practice their leash skills and get a great workout. During the hot summer months, the
treadmill provides an essential alternative to outdoor exercise, where paws can burn on hot pavement.
Cozy Kitten Nursery: What’s more fun than a room full of kittens? This room offers plenty for kittens and visitors alike! Kittens romp freely in this brightly painted room decorated
with a tiny desk, bunk-beds and jungle gym. Many cat trees and other exciting places to climb and hide allow kittens to interact and play with each other and a variety of toys. Floorto-ceiling windows make for a bright and cheery space. Kittens play and sleep as they please while they wait to find families to grow up with.
Kit-N-Kaboodle Kitchen: This space, decorated like a kitchen, is a purr-fect place for cats to roam freely or enjoy the solitude of their kitty condos as they choose. Participants in
the Temporary Care Program reside here. Equipped with a "stove", "fridge" and "sink", plus a table with booth seating, this room also has plenty of soft bedding and lots of toys to
occupy their time, these cats won’t miss the comforts of home while they wait to be reunited with their families.

Zen retreat Bedroom: This space, decorated like a bedroom, is a calming environment. There are "dresser drawers" along the wall for cats to sleep in. Participants in the
Temporary Care Program reside here. With soft bedding and lots of toys to occupy their time, these cats won’t miss the comforts of home while they wait to be reunited with their
families.
Director’s Office: Cats or dogs roam freely and many meetings with volunteers, donors, and staff members take place in this inviting space. The Director’s office is visited by
community leaders and all who make, or will make, an impact on Lost Our Home Pet Rescue’s success.

Healthy Paws Exam Room: The Healthy Paws Exam Room provides a dedicated location where Lost Our Home staff memebers will assess the health and wellbeing of both
dogs and cats when they arrive at the shelter. Here, vaccinations will be administered, prescription medications will be dispensed, and medical treatments will be determined and
implemented. In the future, this room will also be used for spay/neuter surgeries and dental cleanings so pets can get treatments quicker and without transport to and from the vet
clinic.
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$20,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Healing Paws Cat Cottage: In a shelter environment with community cat rooms, it is
critical to have an isolation area where cats who exhibit symptoms of contagious illnesses
and more can be treated. In the Healing Paws Cat Cottage, cats are housed in a peaceful
room in medical condos that limit exposure to ensure that each cat recovers as quickly and
as comfortable as possible.

“The bond with a dog is as lasting as the ties
of this earth can ever be.” – Konrad Lorenz
Adoption Dog Suite – Large: Spacious is the word for these dog retreats, and their favorite toys, beds, and blankets make them homey. Adoptable dogs dine, visit, cuddle with
LOH team members and volunteers, and receive enrichment activities such as frozen Kong toys and various games, all in the comfort of their homes away from home here at the
shelter.

$15,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Hotel Dog Suite – Large: While their pet parents are getting back on their feet after a life crisis, up to two doggie siblings can stay in the comfort of a large Hotel Dog Suite. This
roomy home-like space has blankets, bedding, food/water, and a favorite toy for each dog. This is their personal space while waiting for their pet parents to return to them. Here
they interact with our Lost Our Home team members and volunteers, rest, and relax during their temporary stay at the shelter. Pet parents can feel comfortable knowing that their
beloved pets will be well cared for here. (3 available for sponsorship)
Cat Gardens: The cat gardens are directly accessible to cats in every cat room, and offer fresh air, sunshine and an outdoor element. Adoptable and Temporary Care kitties are
able to warm themselves in the sun and enjoy the fresh air in a safely enclosed space, while they wait for their forever families to adopt them or bring them back home. (2 available
for sponsorship)
Adoption Dog Suite – Small: Adopters walking down the hallways in the New Leash on Life Neighborhood and Fresh Start Canine Community have a view into these suites
where dogs looking for forever families wait to meet them. These rooms are unique for each dog who stays there. Each room is personalized with each dog’s favorite bed, toys, and
blankets to make the room their own where they can enjoy a meal, playtime or snuggle with a Lost Our Home team member or volunteer. (7 available for sponsorship)

$10,000 OPPORTUNITIES
Rover Retreat Outdoor Respite: This outdoor yard is accessible from the Rover Retreat Medical Room and offers an exterior space where sick pups can stretch their legs and
get some fresh air while they recover from illness.
Shelter Support Studios: These four separate offices are located on the south side of the shelter off of the lobby and adjacent to the new medical center. The studios are along
well-traveled routes and will be used by shelter staff as private workspaces and for one-on-one meetings. These studios will include new desks, task lighting, and be cheerfully
decorated to inspire those working within.
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$10,000 OPPORTUNITIES, CONTINUED
Hotel Dog Suite – Small: This smaller suite is the perfect size for an individual dog or
two smaller dogs. It allows the dogs their own space to relax, play or snuggle with a Lost Our
Home team member/volunteer, and enjoy their meals while they wait for their families to
be able to care for them again. Although their stay is temporary, they enjoy all the comforts
of home while they stay at the shelter, and this small home-like suite is a cozy reprieve from

“I love cats because I enjoy my home; and little by

play and exercise time. (2 available for sponsorship)

little, they become its visible soul.” – Jean Cocteau
Prodogtivity Multipurrpose Rooms: These thoughtfully designed and comfortable shared community studios are quiet workspaces where Lost Our Home team members or
volunteers can have individual focused work time when needed. These spaces will contain a desk, chair, task lighting, and pet inspired artwork.

$5,000 OPPORTUNITY
Display of Honor – Large: Thanks to those named here, more pets can be saved from challenging circumstances, families are able to get back on their feet and reunite with
beloved pets, and hungry pets are fed. Here, Honorees are displayed and celebrated by those participating in Lost Our Home’s programs, adopting a pet, volunteering, or simply
visiting.

$2,500 OPPORTUNITY
Display of Honor – Small: Thanks to those named here, more pets can be saved from challenging circumstances, families are able to get back on their feet and reunite with
beloved pets, and hungry pets are fed. Here, Honorees will be displayed and celebrated by those participating in Lost Our Home's programs, adopting a pet, volunteering, or simply
visiting.

For more information and/or additional recognition opportunities, please contact
Anne Marie Geary at annemarie@lostourhome.org or (602) 445-7392.
Lost Our Home Pet Rescue | 2323 South Hardy Drive | Tempe, AZ 85292

